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WELCOME!

This Leader’s Guide was developed to help you teach young people about all-

terrain vehicle (ATV) safety. ATVs are three- and four-wheeled vehicles with

large, low-pressure tires that allow the vehicles to be used on dirt trails.

Originally developed in Japan for farm use, both three- and four-wheeled ATVs

were first manufactured for sale to U.S. consumers in the 1970s.1 Today, millions

of people operate/ride ATVs for work or recreation.

Since accidents happen to people operating/riding ATVs, operators/riders need

to be educated about safe operation of ATVs before they climb on board. Taking

risks on a motorized vehicle can lead to death or injury. More than 6,400 ATV-

related deaths have occurred since the early 1980s; thousands of people are

injured while operating/riding ATVs each year.2

This Leader’s Guide is not intended to be used in place of a certified riding course,

such as the one offered by the ATV Safety Institute (ASI) (ATV RiderCourseSM). It is

intended to be used with audiences that have never ridden ATVs or those that are

actively operating/riding and need education regarding safe practices.When using

ATVs for demonstration purposes,do not allow youth to mount an ATV that is not

appropriate for their age and size.

HOW CAN THIS CURRICULUM HELP KEEP
OPERATORS/RIDERS SAFE?
In this Leader’s Guide, we focus on safely operating/riding ATVs, helping youth

understand that it’s normal to be well-trained, wear safety gear, operate/ride at

appropriate speeds, and avoid risks. Our Leader’s Guide emphasizes safety

issues while enhancing the abilities of participants to think critically and assess

risk more successfully.

The educational messages in this book also are targeted at parents,guardians,and

caregivers.Parents care for their children,but may not fully understand the danger

inherent in the activities they allow. Adults need to carefully supervise young

operators/riders,ensure they are wearing proper safety equipment,and follow other

protective measures.Parents and caregivers should not underestimate the risks of

operating/riding improperly or overestimate the skills of young operators/riders.

All commercial products, services, and trade names are not endorsed to the

exclusion of other suitable products and services.

Appendix C is a Parent Packet that can be reproduced and given to parents and

caregivers of participants. Additional information on preparing parents and care-

givers can be found on pages xvii-xix.Be sure to address any permission waivers and

release forms your program may need.Samples are located on pages 159-160.

Visit our ATV safety website
at www.atv-youth.org.
This is a site to share with
young participants. It’s filled
with games, quizzes, and
interactive activities that
support ATV safety!
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CRITICAL ELEMENTS FOR ATV SAFETY
AND OTHER YOUTH PROGRAMS3

You may wish to use this curriculum to plan a comprehensive ATV safety

program.Within your program, however, there are some important factors that

need to be in place to help youth acquire the skills and abilities they need to

develop positively. These include:

BELONGING
■ A positive relationship with a caring adult. Within your program, this

caring adult can be an instructor, mentor, or other volunteer. Such relation-

ships provide warmth, closeness, caring, support, and good communications.

■ An emotionally and physically safe environment. Your program should

protect participants from physical or emotional harm. Such environments

have clear and consistent rules, structure, continuity, and predictability.

MASTERY
■ Opportunities for mastery. Everyone who participates in your program should

feel good about his or her abilities and skills.Mastery is the building of social,

emotional,physical, and intellectual skills, and then having opportunities to

demonstrate this proficiency.Mastery is developed over time with repetition.

INDEPENDENCE
■ Opportunities to see oneself as an active participant in the future.

Participants should be able to envision a future, and see their role within it.

Your program should help youth develop a sense of hope and clear vision

about the future.

■ Opportunities for self-determination. Youth in your program should

become autonomous, empowered, and develop a sense of self-worth. Young

people need to develop a personal sense of influence over their own lives

and exercise their potential to become self-directing adults.

■ Opportunities to experience engagement in learning. Your program can help

youth understand the subject area and develop understanding. An engaged

learner has a higher degree of self-motivation and a large capacity to create.

■ An inclusive environment. Your program should be marked by a sense of

belonging for all who attend, encouraging and supporting members with

positive and specific feedback. Healthy groups celebrate the success of all

members and take pride in the collective effort.

GENEROSITY
■ Opportunities to value and practice service to others. Your program

should help youth provide service to others, which helps them gain

exposure to the larger community. Service to others helps young people

develop positive ethics and values.

WHAT ARE THE GOALS OF
4-H ATV SAFETY?
■ To educate and inform pre-

teen, teen, and adult ATV
operators/riders about
safe operating/riding
techniques and practices.

■ To help pre-teens and
teens increase their critical
thinking and other life
skills as well as enhance
their abilities to assess risk
and solve problems.

■ To educate parents and
other caregivers to protect
young operators/riders
through supervision and
monitoring.

■ To help communities
address issues related to
safe use of ATVs.
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HOW TO USE THIS CURRICULUM

The activities in this Leader’s Guide can be used at camps, after-school

programs, 4-H meetings, safety day camps, science or physical education classes,

or a variety of other places. Optimally, participants would experience six to

eight hours of training. Page xiii lists a sample training day agenda.

Each chapter of this book emphasizes an important ATV safety concept.For exam-

ple,Chapter Four,Free Riding, focuses on teaching participants to operate/ride ATVs

without passengers on traditional machines.Within each chapter,you’ll find two or

three activities.Core activities,designated as such,are the more critical lessons to

teach.Optional activities are important, too,but can be taught as time or interest

allows.See page x for a Planning Guide that contains core/optional designations,

learning goals,participant ages,and time needed for each activity.4

THE EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING CYCLE
All of the activities in this guide use the experiential learning cycle as a basis for

instruction. Experiential learning helps participants process and apply information.

The end result is the learner has more knowledge and better skills. See Reference

Guide to Handbooks and Annuals by J.W. Pfeiffer and J.E.

Jones published by John Wiley and Sons, Inc. in 1983.

Most 4-H curricula showcase the model

found on this page.Reprinted with

permission of John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

For an excellent overview that includes

teaching and training ideas, see 4-H

Afterschool’s Teens as Volunteer Trainers,

available online at www.4hafterschool.org/

resourceguides.aspx.

STEPS OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
Experience: Describe the activity you’ll have participants

do. Encourage them to think about what they might see or what might happen.

Then, let participants experience the activity, perform, or do it.

Share: Ask questions about the activity and the experience after they’ve

completed it. Participants describe the results and their reactions.

Process: Ask questions about something that was important about the experi-

ence. Participants analyze the experience and reflect upon the results.

Generalize: Apply the results to real world examples. Ask questions to help

participants connect the subject matter to life skills and the bigger world.

OTHER ATV SAFETY
RESOURCES IN 
THIS SERIES INCLUDE:
■ See www.atv-youth.org.
■ Safe Operating/Riding

Tips. Use this brochure at
fairs, informational booths,
and other places to give a
quick introduction to ATV
safety. You can also use it as a
give-away at ATV educational
events to reinforce safety
concepts.

■ Rider Handbook. Use
this handbook in conjunction
with a course, such as the
one offered by the ASI, 
to teach the technical aspects
of operating/riding. It also
can be used as a technical
resource.

■ The ASI, a division of the
Specialty Vehicle Institute of
America, offers hands-on
operator/rider training,
called the ATV RiderCourse.
This half-day course is
conducted by licensed ASI
instructors and offers students
an opportunity to increase
their safety awareness and
practice basic operating/
riding skills in a controlled
environment. For more infor-
mation or to enroll in an ATV
RiderCourse near you, visit
www.atvsafety.org or
call toll-free (800) 887-2887.



DEVELOPMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUTH 
(Grades Four to Eight)

IMPLICATIONS FOR SAFE ATV OPERATING/RIDING

Physical: Moving all the time; can’t sit still for long
periods of time. Beginning of adolescence is marked by
a growth spurt, with females maturing before males.
These changes may embarrass young teens.

The need for movement indicates operator/rider immaturity.
This age group may not have the required attention span to
pay attention to safe operating/riding instructions.
Instructors/parents should assess attention span and retention
before encouraging operators/riders to participate in ATV
operating/riding instruction. Note: Fit Guidelines are
extremely important (see page 52 for an explanation).

Social: Joining clubs becomes popular. Don’t always
understand the viewpoints of others, but like to try to
make others happy. Strive to please adults with successful
project completion, rather than gaining satisfaction
from completing the project itself.

This age group may seek to join ATV operator/rider
groups. If properly supervised and focused on education,
this may be a good strategy to learn and reinforce safe
techniques. 

Emotional: Have a weak sense of their individual iden-
tity. May become moody. Justice and equality become
important issues. Need to feel as if they are part of
something very important.

Moody operators/riders can be bad operators/riders. They
may feel the slight of other ATV operators/riders more
intensely and act in unsafe ways as a result. Parents and
community members can encourage this age group to
become part of ATV clubs or community projects, which help
young people feel they are part of something important.

Intellectual: Until about age 11, think concretely
(black/white), but begin to understand new ideas if related
to previous experiences. Begin to think abstractly. Become
immersed in subjects that interest them. Often reject solutions
offered by adults in favor of finding their own solutions.

Before age 11 or 12, operators/riders of this age can-
not perceive risk well, since they lack experience and
have a hard time envisioning consequences. Also, they
may try to operate/ride ATVs without instruction, believ-
ing they have the ability to do so without adult help.

Apply: Help participants apply what they learned to their own lives, to give

them opportunities to practice these new skills or use the new information.

All activities contain prompts to help you use the experiential learning cycle.

YOUTH CHARACTERISTICS AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR SAFE ATV OPERATING/RIDING
This curriculum focuses on youth ages 10 to 16.5 Different age groups are

marked by separate developmental characteristics. These traits directly influence

a young person’s ability to operate/ride ATVs in a safe manner. Use the follow-

ing charts to find out where the young people you teach fall developmentally

in terms of being able to operate/ride ATVs.

All youth develop at different rates, but the charts give you a generalization of

their traits.
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DEVELOPMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUTH 
(High School)

IMPLICATIONS FOR SAFE ATV OPERATING/RIDING

Physical: Physical changes are usually accepted, but
boys may still be growing quickly. Most females reach
maximum height by age 14 and most males by age 16.

Fit Guidelines are extremely important (see page 52).
Also, many youth, especially boys, experience dramatic
growth spurts at around age 13. They may be big
enough to operate/ride adult-size ATVs, but in fact may
lack the emotional maturity, judgment, and experience to
safely operate such vehicles.

Social: Self-centered, but capable of feeling empathy.
Are able to maintain relationships with many diverse
people. Acceptance by members of the opposite sex is
important. Want to belong to clubs yet be recognized as
unique within those organizations. As they get older, they
spend more time working and going to school; less time
in club and group activities.

Social empathy is a powerful force for helping teens take
the lead in planning community ATV safety programs.
Instructors/parents can let teens assume responsibility
and expect them to follow through. Adults can help youth
explore their identity, values, and beliefs as well as devel-
op individual skills. Adults can encourage teens to work
with other groups to improve community response to
issues such as safe ATV operating/riding.

Emotional: Searching for their identity, and usually find
it around age 16. Want to be autonomous from parents.
May have trouble with compromise, and may have
unsettled emotions. Strive to earn responsibility and the
respect of others.

Instructors/parents can help teens understand their emotions
by offering a sympathetic ear and providing assurance that
it’s normal to have conflicting emotions. Youth who are
angry, upset, distracted, or in emotional turmoil make poor
ATV operators/riders. Adults can give teens the right to
operate/ride ATVs when they’ve demonstrated responsibility
by learning how to operate/ride and follow safety rules.

Intellectual: Gain cognitive and study skills. Are mas-
tering abstract thinking. Emphasis is on exploring and
preparing for future careers and roles. Like to set their
own goals based on their own needs, and may reject
goals imposed by others.

Instructors/parents can provide real-life problems to
solve, including “what if” scenarios in terms of ATV use.
Adults should let operators/riders set (and evaluate)
goals for becoming better operators/riders and contribut-
ing to the community’s efforts to keep operators/riders
prepared.

viii



LIFE SKILLS AND ATV USE
What helps an adolescent or teen navigate through the stormy waters of youth

and emerge, intact, as an adult? Life skills do — those abilities developed with

the help of caring parents, involved adults, and positive peer relationships.

Many of the same life skills that help a young person grow into adulthood also

can protect him or her from risks while operating/riding ATVs.

The purpose of the 4-H ATV Safety Program is to change the behavior of young

people in four categories which have been determined to increase the risk of

ATV-related injuries and fatalities. These risk factors include:

1) Not wearing a helmet and other protective gear

2) Carrying passengers on ATVs not designed for more than one person

3) Operating/riding on pavement 

4) Operating/riding on or alongside of the road

In addition, young people and their parents or other adults who allow them to

operate/ride an ATV need to understand the importance of only operating/rid-

ing an ATV that is an appropriate size and power for each young person, taking

into consideration their physical size and maturity in critical thinking and

decision-making skills.

The 4-H ATV Safety Program began in 1981 and, with the support and partner-

ship of many public and private agencies and organizations, 4-H has promoted

awareness of these risk factors with thousands of young people, their parents

and community members. This curriculum includes core activities which help

participants understand and experience the significance of each of these risk

factors. But knowing the risks and making a personal decision not to take the

risks are two different things. The goal of this curriculum is that all ATV opera-

tors/riders will make the decision not to take these risks.

This curriculum also focuses on many of the life skills that other 4-H programs

address. These include: decision making, critical thinking, communication,

healthy lifestyle choices, personal safety, problem solving, teamwork, coopera-

tion, social skills and self-responsibility.6 So the overall goal is for young people

and their parents or others who let them operate/ride an ATV to know the

major risk factors and to have the critical thinking and decision making skills to

make the right choice, the safe choice, when presented with the opportunity

to ride!

ix

Other organizations in your
state may offer operator/
rider training as well. State
departments of natural
resources and other agencies
regulate off-highway vehicle
use on public lands, and
many offer local hands-on
rider training. Also see
Appendix A (page 150) for
more information.



CHAPTER/ACTIVITY LEARNING OBJECTIVES AGES TIME NEEDED

Introduction Preparing Parents and Caregivers Orientation Adults &
youth par-

60 minutes

Chapter 1
Activity 1A: Swat 

Participants identify and discuss 10 rules that will
help them stay safe while operating/riding ATVs.

10 to 16 30 minutes

Chapter 1
Activity 1B: Art World

Participants analyze messages in advertisements
and describe how they affect their decisions and
beliefs, specifically in terms of ATV operating/rid-

10 to 16 30 to 45 minutes

Chapter 2
Activity 2A: ATV

Participants are able to recognize ATV safety
equipment and comprehend the need for its use.

10 to 16 30 to 45 minutes

Chapter 2
Activity 2B: Gear

Participants select appropriate ATV gear and dis-
cover that wearing safety equipment helps protect

10 to 16 30 to 45 minutes

Chapter 3
Activity 3A: Fit 

Participants demonstrate proper fit of an ATV and
describe how operating/riding a wrong-size

10 to 16 One to two hours or more;
activity lends itself to a 

Chapter 3
Activity 3B: Think Before

Participants identify and apply the decision-
making process.

12 to 16 45 to 60 minutes 
(can be done in 

Chapter 4
Activity 4A: 
Operating/Riding
Double is Double

Participants comprehend and demonstrate that
operating/riding with a passenger on a
traditional ATV is unstable and unsafe.

10 to 16 30 minutes

Chapter 4
Activity 4B: Fifty Ways
to Say Get Off!

Participants comprehend and articulate that
operating/riding with a passenger on a traditional
ATV is unsafe.

10 to 16 30 minutes

x

PLANNING GUIDE 
This curriculum consists of seven chapters, with each chapter emphasizing an

important safety concept. Chapters contain two or more activities, dubbed Core

or Optional. Do each Core activity with participants, and supplement with

Optional activities. Below you’ll find an overview of the learning objectives, age

range, and time needed to complete each activity.



CHAPTER/ACTIVITY LEARNING OBJECTIVES AGES TIME NEEDED

Chapter 4
Activity 4C: Tandem
Operating/Riding on
Two-up ATVs

Participants review the differences between
traditional ATVs and two-passenger ATVs. They
communicate these differences and safety ideas by
creating public service announcements (PSAs).

12 to 16 60 minutes or more

Chapter 5
Activity 5A: 
Pop-up Obstacles

Participants recognize hazards and anticipate 
outcomes while simulating rides on ATVs.

10 to 16 30 to 45 minutes

Chapter 5
Activity 5B: 
The Control Game

Participants comprehend how a loss 
of control can result in unintended 
consequences.

10 to 16 One to two hours 
(can be done in
multiple sessions)

Chapter 5
Activity 5C: 
Stay in Control Role
Play

Participants describe and analyze the concept of
staying in control while operating/riding.

12 to 16 30 to 45 minutes

Chapter 6
Activity 6A: 
Slow and Unsteady

Participants demonstrate and analyze the 
limitations associated with using alcohol or drugs.

10 to 16 30 to 45 minutes

Chapter 6
Activity 6B: 
Are You a Role
Model?

Participants interpret their behavior to analyze
whether they are risk models or role models.

12 to 16 30 minutes

Chapter 7
Activity 7A: 
Injuries R Not Us

Participants list and describe different factors (host,
environment, agent) and analyze how these come
together to create an unsafe situation.

12 to 16 30 to 45 minutes

Chapter 7
Activity 7B: 
Bird Home on the
Range

Participants describe some bird species that are
affected by ATV use and discuss how to avoid
harming habitats while operating/riding ATVs.

10 to 16 45 to 60 minutes
(can be done in 2
sessions)

Chapter 7
Activity 7C: 
ATV Bee

Participants review and comprehend different
strategies and rules that are used to safely
operate/ride ATVs.

10 to 16 30 to 45 minutes

xi
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TEENS AND ADULTS WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP
To plan programs, adults and teens can work together. Each activity lists

teaching strategies to suggest whether the activity can be taught by teen teams,

adult and teen teams, or adults only. Note: Teen leaders should be at least three

years older than participants.

Work to ensure an equal partnership in ATV safety program planning. Youth-

adult partnerships are most successful when:

■ There are meaningful roles for everyone.

■ Power is shared.

■ Everyone has roles that match their abilities.

■ Boundaries are established that protect people’s privacy.

■ Young people are valued and respected as role models.

■ The environment is supportive and understanding.

■ Feedback flows freely and constructively.

Teen leaders benefit from the experience and passion of a caring adult. Adult

leaders allow teen leaders to explore and try out new roles and new skills in a

safe environment. Adult leaders identify potential problems but allow teens to

problem solve and test solutions. They encourage teens through praise and

positive criticism. They allow teens to be the central teachers, planners, and

evaluators. Adults view their role as creating an environment where teens will

be successful.

Teens also can work within communities to gain the support and interest of

adults and youth for ATV safety measures and programs. Communities can

adopt regulations regarding safe ATV use, plan for ongoing education, and

vocally support safe use of ATVs for all community members.

FOLLOW THE NATIONAL 
4-H RECOGNITION MODEL 
IN YOUR PROGRAM:
■ Recognize young people

for participation. This
acknowledges their
involvement in the first step
of working toward a goal
and helps build a positive
self-image.

■ Recognize youth for progress
toward their personal goals.
This helps them gain experi-
ence in setting goals and
realistically assessing their
abilities.

■ Recognize youth for achieving
standards of excellence. These
predetermined targets give
them something to aim for in
their learning experiences.

■ Recognize young people
through peer competition.
This can be a strong motiva-
tion for some participants. 
It is not appropriate for 
children under age eight.

■ Recognize youth for 
cooperating.

■ For more information on 
the recognition model, 
see www.national
4-headquarters.gov/
library/4h_recmod.pdf



Activity Time

Welcome and Introductions
Introduction of instructor, background, agenda review, and icebreaker game.

ATV Icebreaker Game
Ask everyone to write their name vertically on a piece of construction paper with markers.
Using each letter in their name as the beginning of a word, ask them to write an ATV
term, or a poem about safe operating/riding.

Here are two examples: 

Ask participants to tape their poems on their backs and walk around, greeting each other.

8:30 to 9:00 a.m.

Overview, ATV Safety 9:00 to 9:15 a.m.

Swat the Rule 9:15 to 9:45 a.m.

Break 9:45 to 10:00 a.m.

ATV Gear Up 10:00 to 10:30 a.m.

Fit Like a Glove 10:30 to 12:00 p.m.

Lunch 12:00 to 12:45 p.m.

Operating/Riding Double is Double Trouble 12:45 to 1:15 p.m.

Pop-up Obstacles 1:15 to 2:00 p.m.

Break 2:00 to 2:15 p.m.

Are You a Role Model? 2:15 to 3:00 p.m.

ATV Activity Bee 3:00 to 3:45 p.m.

xiii

SAMPLE TRAINING DAY AGENDA

Engine
Muffler
Ignition
Let’s go!
Yipee!

Riding down the trails 
I stop 
Carefully and quietly on the crest of a
Hill to watch ducks on a pond. I 
Am quiet and they 
Really don’t know I’m here. They 
Dabble as I dawdle.

OR
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OPTIONAL PRE- AND POST-EVALUATION
This quiz is played in game form in Activity 7C: ATV Bee. You can use it as a

pre-test and post-test to evaluate knowledge and awareness gain in participants.

Give the test before the training begins, and then after the training is com-

pleted to assess change in ATV safety knowledge and awareness among

participants. You also may choose to use this test as a pre-test only, to better

target specific training needs of the group. Answers are located on page xxi.

1. Which size ATV engine is recommended for youth ages 12 to 15?

A) 70 to 90 ccs 

B) 10 to 80 ccs 

C) 90 to 200 ccs

2. Which size ATV engine is recommended for youth ages 6 to 11? 

A) 70 to 90 ccs

B) Less than 70 ccs

C) Less than 10 ccs

3. About which position should the upper portion of your leg be when

operating/riding if your ATV fits correctly?

A) It should point upward at a sharp angle.

B) It should point downward at a sharp angle.

C) It should be about horizontal.

4. Which reason(s) explain why you need about three to six inches of

clearance between your inseam and the ATV seat?

A) It permits you to stand up and absorb shocks through the legs while

operating/riding on rough terrain.

B) It minimizes the possibility that your seat will hit you during a ride,

throwing you over the handlebars.

C) It gives you improved visibility and comfort.

D) All of the above.

E) None of the above.

5. Which is the top safe speed of an ATV for a youth operator/rider?

A) Less than 5 mph.

B) Depends on conditions and age of operator. Most recommendations allow

for young operators/riders to gradually increase their speed limit as they

mature, up to about 30 mph by age 16.

C) Depends on whether the operator/rider has eaten lunch.
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6. Which is the safest stunt to perform while operating/riding an ATV –

flip, aerial, or wheelie?

A) None of these stunts are foolproof, even for experienced operators/riders.

ATVs tires should be kept in contact with the ground at all times.

B) Flip, because the operator/rider stays in contact with the ATV.

C) Wheelie, because at least two tires stay on the ground.

D) Aerial, because most people can hold on tight enough to avoid falling off.

7. Where should you never ride an ATV?

A) Ditch and paved road 

B) Farm field and dirt trail

C) Private land and dirt trail

8. Which piece of protective gear keeps gnats and other flying things

out of your eyes?

A) Chest protector

B) Goggles

C) Gloves

9. Which is the single most important piece of protective gear?

A) Helmet 

B) Boots

C) Chest protector

10. Which piece of protective gear helps you stay on the footrests?

A) Helmet

B) Chest protector

C) Boots

11. Which part of the helmet helps keep it on your head?

A) The velcro hair net

B) The head weight

C) The chin strap

12. How many people total can an ATV carry?

A) None.

B) One, unless the machine is a specially-built two-up, or tandem machine. In

this case, the machine can carry one operator/rider and one passenger.

C) Two to three, depending on how small the passengers are.

13. Which is a safer surface for an ATV – paved or dirt?

A) Dirt

B) Paved
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14. At which age are you exempt from an ATV operator/rider’s course?

A) 21

B) 16

C) None. All operators/riders need training before they get on an ATV.

15. What is the safe amount of alcohol for an operator/rider to

consume before operating/riding?

A) Less than 2 ounces of alcohol, but only if you are 21.

B) None.People become impaired by alcohol. The amount of food in the stomach,

and other factors combine to make alcohol unpredictable.

C) Less than 4 ounces of alcohol, but only if it’s a cool day with no rain.

16. This little shorebird sometimes falls into ATV tire tracks.

A) A snowy plover

B) A bald eagle

C) A black vulture

17. What’s an environmentally better choice – operating/riding in open

country or on trails?

A) Open country! The wind feels good and there are more bumps!

B) Trails! By staying on trails, you help keep habitat intact – good for birds, bees,

and other flying and hopping things!

18. True or false: You can ride across deserts because they’re just a

bunch of sand and dirt.

A) False. Desert soils contain millions upon millions of tiny living things and are

very fragile. Operating/riding off of trails in these places hurts habitat.

B) True. Most living things shun the hot climate and harsh conditions of the

desert.

19. Which one of these bird species might be harmed by operating/rid-

ing ATVs off of trails?

A) Killdeer

B) Vesper sparrow

C) Wood duck

D) All of the above.

E) None of the above.
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PREPARING PARENTS AND OTHER CAREGIVERS

An important role for you as the volunteer leader of the 4-H ATV Safety

Program is to orient parents and other adults who are responsible for your

participants. This is especially critical if the activities in this curriculum will

be supplemented in any way with operating/riding ATV experiences.

Requiring parents to participate in an orientation meeting before the program

begins provides the best setting for helping them understand the risks of

operating/riding an ATV as well as for sharing the key safety tips listed in the

Parent Packet, pages 155-160 (Appendix C). Appendix C includes a sample

letter to parents that can be the basis of an invitation to a meeting.

Our evaluation research over the many years of this program suggests that

many adults are not aware of the risk factors for operating/riding an ATV but —

when informed — are more likely to require their kids to wear a helmet and

follow other basic safe behaviors. Even more important, by informing parents of

the key risks associated with operating/riding an ATV you are giving them the

information they need to share with others who may make an ATV available to

their kids such as friends and relatives with whom they visit only occasionally.

The agenda for a parent orientation meeting should include the following:

■ Welcome and introductions of everyone present

■ Overview of this program — its purpose, objectives, and the life skills and

behaviors you will be addressing.

■ Top Ten Safety Tips and Other Parent/Caregiver Tips — see the Parent Packet,

pages 155-160 (Appendix C). Provide copies to each person and then review

and discuss them as a group. Make it clear that when using this curriculum

you will not be operating/riding ATVs but you are aware that there may be

other opportunities for youth to operate/ride. Option: also provide a copy of

the ATV Fit Guidelines as a resource for parents and caregivers to use at any

time their children are invited to operate/ride an ATV. Reinforce these

handouts with the following three messages:

■ Helmets save lives. Protect your brain avoid the pain.

■ Operating/riding the right size saves lives.

■ Operating/riding double, doubles the trouble.

■ Waiver/liability release form - Samples are in the Parent Packet, pages 159-160

(Appendix C) for you to adapt in partnership with your risk management

staff. Print the final version you decide to use on your state or county

Cooperative Extension Service letterhead and share. Give people time to read

the document, then review and discuss, answer questions, and give them

time to sign and hand it back to you.

■ Invite any further questions or discussion before closing the meeting.

Emphasize that as parents and caregivers they are ultimately responsible

for their child’s safety!
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NOTE: Even though this curriculum does not include operating/riding

experiences, you may encounter adults who disagree with you about their

child’s readiness for operating an ATV. The Youth Characteristics and

Implications for Safe ATV Operating/Riding information on pages vii-viii

provides key talking points that you can use to weave into your comments

or frame questions. This information is based on research in developmental

stages for youth grades four through high school and what we know about

the capabilities needed to operate/ride an ATV safely.

TIPS ON TALKING WITH PARENTS (AND OTHER
RESPONSIBLE ADULTS)

As a leader of this ATV safety project, you may occasionally decide that a young

person involved lacks the emotional or physical maturity to operate/ride an

ATV safely. This is particularly likely if the child has already been operating/rid-

ing the family ATV which is a much larger size than recommended for youth

under 16 years of age. These encounters can be turned into opportunities to

help parents learn about the risks of operating/riding ATVs! Here are a few tips

to help you with some of the situations that may come up.

1. Parent:“Little Johnny rides a machine even bigger than this one at home all

the time. I don’t understand why you won’t let him ride this 200 cc ATV in the

4-H program.”

4-H ATV Safety Leader:Your response can emphasize the fit guidelines. Explain

that with the help of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission a set of fit

guidelines have been developed and offer to review them with the parent while

asking the child in question to sit on the too large ATV as your “model.” If the

ATV is too big for the child, the risks of operating/riding it will be apparent.

2. Parent:“I know that Susie thinks hard and makes good decisions in her

other activities.Why are you telling her she can’t ride?”

4-H ATV Safety Leader: An ATV is a motorized vehicle and it can move fast.

Her other activities probably don’t involve operating a motorized vehicle.When

she is a little more experienced and mature she will be able to think critically

and make decisions more quickly.While operating/riding an ATV there is rarely

time to “think hard” before making and executing a decision.

3. Parent:“I don’t see what sometimes being moody has to do with letting my

son operate an ATV!”

4-H ATV Safety Leader: Moody operators/riders may react more intensely to

another rider’s action and move in unsafe ways as a result. Explain that the
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child may act without thinking about the consequences to himself or herself or

others and cause an accident. An ATV is a motorized vehicle and there is not

much room for recovering from a bad move or decision before endangering

yourself or those around you. You might also offer a few examples of “acting

out” by a moody child and the consequences of that action which are not

related to ATV operating/riding.

4. Parent:“My daughter rides on the farm all of the time and she never wears

gloves and heavy long pants. They are just too hot!”

4-H ATV Safety Leader: Explain that all of the protective gear recommended by

the 4-H ATV Safety Program constitute the basics and offer examples of real injuries

and fatalities that could have been prevented if the different items had been worn

by the rider. This is also an opportunity to mention the importance of parents,

other adults, and older teens being role models in wearing protective gear so young

people understand that it is important for everyone who rides.

5. Parent:“In our family,we all learned to operate an ATV after being a passenger

many times with grandparents, aunts and uncles,or neighbors. There is plenty of

room for two people on those big seats.My daughter tells me now that she has been

told not to carry passengers or ride as one. I don’t get it.What’s the problem?”

4-H ATV Safety Leader:This is your opportunity to explain the concept of

“operator/rider active” to the parent. They may have instinctively learned to

operate/ride and managed to stay safe, but knowing how carrying passengers

limits their ability to keep the ATV in balance in tough turns and other tight

situations may help them understand the additional risks of carrying passen-

gers. You might also share that many people learned to ride informally and

never had the opportunity to understand basic behaviors that can minimize

risk while still allowing the operator/rider to have fun.

6. Parent:“We just can’t afford a helmet right now, especially when at his age

he will outgrow it in a few months.

4-H ATV Safety Leader: Helmets save lives. Even at slow speeds, an accident

can easily lead to a head injury that is life-threatening. People wearing helmets

have a much better chance of surviving accidents. Again, stress the importance

of parents, other adults and older teens as role models in using their own

helmets without exception. Most parents and communities require bicycle

helmets now – why would they do any less for a motorized vehicle? 
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NEW CATEGORIES OF ATVS INTENDED FOR OPERATORS
UNDER 16 YEARS APPROVED BY THE AMERICAN
NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE IN JULY 2007

In 1988, ATV manufacturers and the U.S. Consumer Product Safety

Commission (CPSC) agreed on which ATVs would be recommended for youth

of different ages, based on the engine size of the ATV. That information has

been promoted widely and is referenced throughout this curriculum. The

recommendations indicated that ages 6 to 11 operate/ride ATVs under 70 cc,

ages 12 to 15 operate/ride ATVs 70 cc to 90 cc, and ages 16 and older oper-

ate/ride ATVs over 90 cc. Refer to Chapter 3, Riding Right-Sized Machines, for

more information.

In July 2007, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Board of

Standards Review approved new technical standards for ATVs, which included

categorization and labeling of ATVs for use by youth. These categories state that

youth ATVs should be sized and speed-restricted based on the age of the

intended operator/rider. As the operator/rider skills develop, parents can raise

the allowable speed of the ATV. In the new ANSI standard, ATVs intended for

operators/riders under 16 are categorized and labeled as follows:

CATEGORY OPERATOR/RIDER AGE RESTRICTED AND MAXIMUM SPEED

Y6+ Age 6 and older 10 mph or less / 15 mph

Y10+ Age 10 and older 15 mph or less / 30 mph

Y12+ Age 12 and older 15 mph or less / 30 mph

T Age 14 and older 20 mph and 30 mph / 38 mph

These guidelines will be considered for implementation by the manu-

facturers in the coming year(s) and at the time of this publication, do

not replace the 1988 CPSC/ATV manufacturers’ recommendations for

youth of different age categories to operate/ride a particular ATV based

on its engine size. CPSC is currently working on new national rules

that would also establish restricted and maximum speed limits for

youth models, but the agency may set those speed limits at different

levels than those adopted by ANSI. Be sure to follow the age recom-

mendation warning label attached to the ATV.

Constant parental supervision must be provided to operators/riders under age

16. Operators/riders should never carry another rider or ride as a passenger on

a single rider ATV. Some ATVs, called tandem or two-up, are designed to carry

one passenger. Passengers must be able to plant feet firmly on the footrests and

securely grasp handholds.

Both 4-H and the ATV Safety Institute recommend that parents first determine

their child’s readiness to operate an ATV safely before allowing him or her to ride.



Considerations include physical size, strength, coordination, visual perception,

emotional maturity, and reasoning and decision making. Once the decision is made

for a young person to operate/ride an ATV, choosing the right one is important.

For additional information on the new ANSI Standard for ATVs please visit

www.atvsafety.org or contact the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).

Since requirements may vary from one state to another, always check

your local laws! 

FOREWORD FOOTNOTES:
1 Sales of new three-wheeled ATVs in the United States ceased in 1988. However, many three-

wheeled ATVs are resold in the United States each year.

2 U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. 2004. Annual Report:All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV)-

Related Deaths and Injuries. Note: Actual reported deaths are 6,494.

3 Kress, C. (2004). Essential elements of 4-H youth development. National 4-H Headquarters,

CSREES, USDA.

4 This curriculum does not require ATVs for activities, except for Fit Like a Glove, page 48.

5 Note: The ATV Safety Institute recommends that children ages 6 to 11 operate machines with

engines under 70 ccs; children 12 to 15 operate machines with engines from 70 to 90 ccs; and

16 and older operate ATVs with engines over 90 ccs. However, the ASI does not actively advocate

ATV use for children under age 16. This is a decision for parents to make for their children.

Constant parental supervision should be provided to operators/riders under the age of 18.Youth

should not operate/ride as passengers on ATVs. Two-ups, or tandem ATVs, are meant to carry one

operator/rider and one passenger; however, any passenger should be at least 12 years old,

according to most manufacturers. For additional information regarding age/size guidelines, please

visit www.atvsafety.org.

6 We use the “Targeting Life Skills Model” approach in this curriculum. For more information, see

Patricia Hendrick’s “Developing Youth Curriculum Using the Targeting Life Skills Model:

Incorporating Developmentally Appropriate Learning Opportunities to Assess Impact of Life Skill

Development.” Iowa State University Extension.
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ANSWERS:
1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. B

6. A

7. A

8. B

9. A

10. C

11. C

12. B

13. A

14. C

15. B

16. A

17. B

18. A

19. D


